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1. INTRODUCTION 

The deliverable Innovative inclusive practices focusing on ASD Handbook presents the results of the work in the 
5 partners’ countries (Italy, Greece, Sweden, Bulgaria and Portugal) within the context of SPID-AP project which 
aims to support both inclusion in sport for youth with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), contributing to enhance 
equal access to and equal opportunities in sport, and social inclusion through sport, enhancing the participation 
in society of young people with ASD. 

The present Handbook constitutes an action designed that seeks to identify these good cases and innovative 
approaches applied or tested worldwide that will assist all relevant stakeholders to support effectively inclusion 
in sport for youth with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), contributing to enhance social inclusion and autonomy 
of Youth with Autism. 

Best practices were identified by desk research, interviews and round table meetings with key stakeholders 
reaching this way every possible source of information. 

The cases provide a rich and useful source of ideas that can be applied in order to address the benefits that 
young people with ASD can obtain through their participation in sport activities in an effective way.  

The cases include anything that contributes or aims at fostering of children with ASD in sports, improving the 
understanding and the importance of sports for all in practical ways.  

 

 

2. BEST PRACTICES 

The identified best practices were categorized under the following pools: 

 ERASMUS+ Sports project 

 National project 

 Program 

 Event 

 Activity 

 Campaign 

 Multimedia 

 

The table below summarises the practices included in each category. 
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Alive and Kicking  

 

https://alive-kicking.org/ Greece, Spain, France, 
Portugal  

 

The project is based on the humanitarian values of E.PSY.ME aided by the 
knowledge provided by Sport Psychology and its beneficial impact on 
people’s lives. Professionals that take part in this project come from 
various academic disciplines, and have all come together under one 
shared goal: to make an impact in the lives of young people with 
intellectual disability.  

The group sets up sport clinics for young people with High-Functioning 
Autism and intellectual disability in a sporting environment. Work will be 
implemented on the areas of affirmation and self-talk, arousal, anxiety 
and stress, confidence, consistency, focus and concentration, goal setting, 
motivation, team building, and cohesion.  

IKONS  

 

https://www.ikons-

project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qSh

BYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-

8NIjTzSZ_-

gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4

g 

 

Belgium, Austria, 
Hungary, Romania, Italy 

 

The project intends to exploit the special role that sport can play for 
people with Down Syndrome  as an important contribution towards social 
cohesion and more integrated societies, supporting the ‘sport for all’ 
principle by increasing people with DS participation in sport at non-
competitive level and paying special attention to social inclusion in sports 
of disadvantaged groups. IKONS wants to involve people with DS in 
martial arts and in particular, karate. 

https://alive-kicking.org/
https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g
https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g
https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g
https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g
https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g
https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g
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Filippide Project  

 

http://progettofilippide.com/ Italy The project promotes sports activities among people with autism in Italy. 
This initiative also aims to foster the social inclusion of people with 
autism and other intellectual disabilities through sports. 

ECAP project has represented, during its implementation, an excellent 
practice, which increases, on one hand, awareness on the role of sport in 
promoting social inclusion and health-enhancing practices and, on the 
other hand, participation in sports with a focus on grassroots sports such 
as track and field running and swimming.  

As its first objective, the ECAP project has aimed at increasing awareness 
on the role of sport in promoting social inclusion and health-enhancing 
practices, and ss its second objective, the ECAP project has increased 
participation in sports with a focus on grassroots sports such as track and 
field running and swimming.  

Both the institutional and communication relationship, and the training 
part, have successfully achieved the qualitative and quantitative results. 

Through the planned activities, ECAP allowed for the first time in Europe 
to give a concrete meaning and public dimension to the sporting paths of 
dozens of athletes with autism. At individual level, ECAP indeed increase 
levels of participation in physical activities. Local, regional and national 
organisations dealing with the disability sport sector are widespread in 
Europe, before ECAP just involved local participants in physical activities 
and help performing sports through training or competitions. 

The project aimed to increase participation in quality sports in all 
segments of society, supporting the ‘sport for all concept’. By 
encouraging participation in track running and swimming activities of all 
citizens, the project has identified the entire society as its main target, 
thus promoting the idea of sport as a human right. The idea has been 
particularly valid when referring to intellectually disabled people, who 
took part in non-exclusive sport competitions (open to all athletes).  
Moreover, ECAP has strongly encourage volunteering in sport activities 
and it has favoured recognition of new practices, identifying the 
contribution of sport to social inclusion. 

http://progettofilippide.com/
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Sport for all  

 

https://attention.se/idrottfor

alla/ 

 

Sweden Sport for all is a three-year project aimed at children and young people 
with NPF increasingly is able to participate in sports activities and 
associations. The main aim is children and young people with NPF clearly 
included in the sports world, by finding new forms of cooperation, 
activities and training schedules. 

A sports programme that involves differently abled children to participate 
in activities involving physical exertion. The activities can take multiple 
forms, likely including, soccer, running, training and so on. 

Aita  

 

http://www.progettoaita.com

/ 
Italy The association Progetto Aita Onlus was founded in 2001, to provide 

support to children and young people suffering from 
neurodevelopmental disorders, especially from autism spectrum 
disorder. The name of the "AITA" Association derives from the archaic 
Italian and etymologically indicates the spirit of "AIUTO". Sport for 
Progetto Aita is the essential element for achieving important goals, such 
as the integration and inclusion of people with disabilities. 

A.S.D. Onlus – 
Autismo e Società  

 

https://www.autismoesocieta

.org/ 
Italy The Association was founded in 2011 with the aim of launching a broad 

and significant action on autism, locally and nationally.  

The Association has the following general aims:  

- create attention, knowledge and profound competence on autism;  

- stimulate the creation of integrated services and competent structures 
for autism;  

- guaranteeing fundamental rights: people with autism must be enabled 
to grow, to learn, to develop autonomy and independence according to 
their abilities;  

- ensuring a quality life for autistic people and their families; 

 - eliminate the discrimination suffered by people with autism in the 
insurance field.  

https://attention.se/idrottforalla/
https://attention.se/idrottforalla/
http://www.progettoaita.com/
http://www.progettoaita.com/
https://www.autismoesocieta.org/
https://www.autismoesocieta.org/
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Sport per Tutti http://www.tieniamente.it/sp

ort-per-tutti/ 
Italy The Sport per Tutti project, with the support of the Ministry of Equal 

Opportunities, was born from the development of the Sportiva Mente 
project, carried out by the TAM Association - Keep It Mind for five years 
now. 

The objective of the project is to offer children with autism spectrum 
disorders the opportunity to engage in sports with other peers. 

This with a view to bringing children with relational and behavioral 
disabilities, and their families, to live moments of normal life in contexts 
that "normally" would be complicated to attend. 

The Ass. TAM - Tieni A Mente offers tennis courses and summer camps. 

Il filo dal canestro  

 

http://www.filodallatorre.it/i
ndex.php/il-progetto  

 

Italy The Il Filo dal Canestro Project - Basket, Autism and Disability - was born 
in 2003, with the aim of being able to offer people with autism the 
chance to live in the peer group a sports experience through basketball, 
thanks to the methods provided by the PEIAD approach (Autism and 
Disability Integrated Educational Project). 

Let’s get a move on  

 

https://www.autismeurope.or
g/wp-
content/uploads/2015/01/sm
all_LINK.62.BAT_.UK_.pdf 
(page 12) 

Italy Since 2010, the ’Let’s get a move on’ project in italy has been increasing 
the social inclusion of children and adults with autism through sports. 

Based in Rome, the project engages children and adults with autism who 
are in need of a low-level of support in athletics training and team sports 
like rugby, basketball and football. 

The project holds training sessions in an athletics stadium in Rome once a 
week, conducted by trained staff and a psychologist. In the training 
sessions, the athletics and sports activities are adapted to meet the 
specific needs of the participants. The participants are divided into two 
groups according to their age, with each group including both males and 
females. 

http://www.tieniamente.it/sport-per-tutti/
http://www.tieniamente.it/sport-per-tutti/
http://www.filodallatorre.it/index.php/il-progetto
http://www.filodallatorre.it/index.php/il-progetto
https://www.autismeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/small_LINK.62.BAT_.UK_.pdf
https://www.autismeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/small_LINK.62.BAT_.UK_.pdf
https://www.autismeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/small_LINK.62.BAT_.UK_.pdf
https://www.autismeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/small_LINK.62.BAT_.UK_.pdf
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Autism Sports  

 

https://www.prismsports.org/
UserFiles/file/AM17-eposter-
Achar-8.pdf 

California Using team sports as a behavioral intervention allowed the project to 
provide instruction beyond physical exercise. “Team sports improve 
communication, confidence, and listening skills, while competition 
provides an innovative way to introduce an analysis of consequences for 
the participants.  

Our study was a cohort of four children with mild ASD and 6 children 
without ASD recruited to participate in a spring and summer basketball 
league in San Diego. Mild ASD was defined as children who are 
mainstreamed in a typical classroom (with or without aide support) > 75% 
of the time. Our children were aged 8 to 9 years. The study participants 
participated in up to 6 hours of basketball play per week. 

We recruited a professional coach to lead our team through two seasons 
of basketball lasting five months. To begin our study, we posted flyers 
detailing our project at local recreation centers to advertise and recruit 
our athlete participants ranging from ages eight to nine. We selected the 
first ten athletes, so our participants were not randomized.” 

National Sports for 
All Program, PNDpT  
 

https://www.facebook.com/a
ppdasetubal.associacaoautis
mo/photos/a.4890153145507
99/1853524821433168/?type
=1&theater 

 

Portugal This project has been elaborated in accordance with the international 
guidelines of the Sport for All movement and adopts the definition that’s 
in the European Charter for Sport, which means “sport all forms of 
physical activity which, through organized participation or no, their 
purpose is to express or improve their physical and mental condition, to 
develop social relations or to obtain results in competition at all levels”. 

P
ro

gr
am

 

PAO BC Academy 
ASD 

https://www.paobcacademy.
gr/ 

Greece Panathinaikos basketball club has founded a special basketball school for 
children on the autism spectrum through the program PAO BC Academy 
ASD, announcing this initiative on Tuesday, April 2, 2019, which is World 
Autism Awareness Day.  

The school will provide specially-trained basketball coaches, psychologists 
and escorts while the training will always take place in the presence of a 
doctor. Through this program, the children with autism will have the 
opportunity to participate in a team sport, to socialise, make friends and 

https://www.prismsports.org/UserFiles/file/AM17-eposter-Achar-8.pdf
https://www.prismsports.org/UserFiles/file/AM17-eposter-Achar-8.pdf
https://www.prismsports.org/UserFiles/file/AM17-eposter-Achar-8.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/appdasetubal.associacaoautismo/photos/a.489015314550799/1853524821433168/?type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/appdasetubal.associacaoautismo/photos/a.489015314550799/1853524821433168/?type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/appdasetubal.associacaoautismo/photos/a.489015314550799/1853524821433168/?type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/appdasetubal.associacaoautismo/photos/a.489015314550799/1853524821433168/?type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/appdasetubal.associacaoautismo/photos/a.489015314550799/1853524821433168/?type=1&theater
https://www.paobcacademy.gr/
https://www.paobcacademy.gr/
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play basketball. The training will be held at the Athens Olympic Stadium 
without any financial cost for the parents due to the support of Dole 
Hellas and Septona companies. 

Working with 
Children with 
Autism Spectrum 
Disorder 

https://10sou.sliven.net/ Bulgaria Practices and forms of work used by the Team for Support of Personal 
Development at 10th School "Yordan Yovkov" Sliven for Working with 
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder. 

Positive practices of the school's work in the integration and education of 
children with ASD. The focus is the use of games, role-playing games and 
visualization 

Ev
en

t 

JumpBall of Love  

 

https://tzampolagapis.gr Greece The purpose is to enhance participation in basketball with children with 
distinct abilities that face their own situations with Courage and Hope for 
a better world. It is now an institution and a team of Special Training for 
special education children. 

The philosophy of the match is similar to the Italian game "Baskin" but 
differentiated in its structure. 

It is carried out with joint participation by a sports club or basketball 
clubs, educational institutions, schools and institutions; or a social charity, 
for a particular charitable purpose. 

The trainings are conducted in collaboration with Special Schools and 
with Special Education Institutions. 

Portimão dresses in 
blue for Autism  

 

http://www.appda-algarve.pt Portugal Everyone dressed with something blue to mark the Global Autism 
Awareness Day. There was a gym class in shades of blue and a drop of 
blue balloons. All public buildings were also decorated with something 
blue. 

 

 

 

https://10sou.sliven.net/
https://tzampolagapis.gr/
http://www.appda-algarve.pt/
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Beckomberga 
swimming and 
sports 

http://www.stockholm.se/-

/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhe

t=13844911268043329583aa

1aa9e69993&oversatt=  

Alternatively: 

https://www.stockholm.se/Ku
lturFritid/Simma-och-
trana/Trana-
inomhus/Information-
aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-
som-bor-i-
gruppbostad/&xid=17259,157
00021,15700043,15700186,1
5700191,15700253,15700256
,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWP
y2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5J
A 

Sweden Beckomberga swimming and sports hall is the center of Stockholm for 
handicap sports and therefore has good accessibility for people with 
disabilities. 

Their leaders are well-educated and have experience working with people 
with disabilities. 

Caprifolen https://www.caprifolen.se/ Sweden Vaulting practice w/ Horses. Vaulting consisting of doing multiple tricks 
on horseback, including balance and proper form. They also do musicals 
and dance activities.  

Works with small groups of children with children via physical activity and 
provides a growing experience by keeping the groups small. Group work 
that suits everyone, regardless of their condition or skill level. Instilling 
team spirit and togetherness. 

Fun, creative, inspirational and motivational training. 

Haworth Riding for 
the Disabled 

https://www.haworthrdag.co.
uk/ 

UK “We offer people with physical and learning disabilities horse riding and 
stable management lessons throughout the year. The minimum age for 
our riders is four years old and we have no upper age limit. 

All lessons are led by qualified RDA group instructors and focus on 

http://www.stockholm.se/-/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhet=13844911268043329583aa1aa9e69993&oversatt=
http://www.stockholm.se/-/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhet=13844911268043329583aa1aa9e69993&oversatt=
http://www.stockholm.se/-/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhet=13844911268043329583aa1aa9e69993&oversatt=
http://www.stockholm.se/-/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhet=13844911268043329583aa1aa9e69993&oversatt=
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://www.caprifolen.se/
https://www.haworthrdag.co.uk/
https://www.haworthrdag.co.uk/
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learning in a fun and friendly way with the playing of games, riding to 
music and verbal interaction. We have access to a physiotherapist and 
have a Child Development Officer, both of which can custom fit riding 
plans to each individual rider’s needs ensuring maximum therapeutic 
benefit.” 

Walking Alert for 
Autism 

http://www.lebresdosado.pt 

 
Portugal Solidarity walk for 5km, which had 350 participants, which served as a 

warning for the problem of Autism. 
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Autism & Sports | 
60 MINUTES 
SPORTS 

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=Hddik-CPJfc 
USA 60 MINUTES SPORTS correspondent Jon Wertheim reports on how daily 

sports and exercises benefit people with autism. 

 

Diagnosis and 
prevention of 
autism in infants 
and young children 

https://prezi.com/fyhnzh0ofy
ak/presentation/ 

Bulgaria The presentation describes the signs of autism as well as provides 
scientifically-grounded examples, tips and advice. Useful practical 
material for parents, medical workers, researchers, etc. 
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Autism Friendly 
Football 

https://www.autismwessex.or
g.uk/pages/32-autism-
friendly-football 

UK This campaign aimed to make football more autism friendly. It supported 
football clubs to make small changes that will make a big difference to 
anyone affected by autism.   
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